

























































































































































































6  “MEMORANDUM REGARDING GREECE,” Memorandum Prepared in the Office of Near Eastern and African 
Affairs, October 21, 1946., Ibid, pp. 240-245. 

























in Paris at  the Peace Conference. Evidence  to  the above effect  includes  the  following:  the Ukrainian and 


































































































have been difficult  in China, and many become more so;  they were  impossible  in the Spanish civil war.  It  is 
vastly to the interest of the U.S. that the recognized government be assisted in becoming strong enough before 
the fact  to handle  its  internal problems without requiring a sudden  increase  in assistance during a state of 
actual or near civil war.































































































statements  from time to  time, and  in other appropriate ways,  that  this Government strongly supports  the 
independence and territorial integrity of Greece and encourages the development of democracy in Greece and a 
peaceable and reasonable policy on the part of the Greek Government.














e. Although  it  is recognized  that Great Britain has primary responsibility  in  furnishing military equipment 
to Greece,  the U.S.  should be prepared,  in case of British  inability,  to sell  to Greece sufficient arms  for  the 




of  economic assistance  to Greece, provided  that  such credits  are expended on sound projects which will 
strengthen Greek national economy.
g. The immediate dispatch to Greece of an America economic mission, as required by the Greek Government, 
with  favorable  consideration at  a  later date of  the possibility  of making available  to Greece appropriate 
American financial and economic advice through advisers and technicians.
















































































































25  “Memorandum by the Secretaries of State, War, and Navy.” Ibid, p.59.  原文は、Every effort be made at the 
highest governmental level to find means, without waiting for legislation, to alleviate the present Greek financial 
situation. The problem be discussed privately and frankly by the leaders of the administration with appropriate 
members of  the Congress. Such  legislation might well  include authorization  for  the president under certain 













































economic structure. Acheson, Dean, Present at the Creation: My Years in the State Department (Norton, 1969) p.219. 
Acheson, Dean, Present at the Creation: My Years in the State Department (Norton, 1969) p.219.; Jones, Joseph M., 
The Fifteen Weeks, (Viking Press, 1955) pp.138-142.
































29  Acheson, Dean, Present at the Creation: My Years in the State Department (Norton, 1969) p.219.; Jones, Joseph 
M., The Fifteen Weeks, (Viking Press, 1955) pp.138-142.
30  Patterson, James T., Grand Expectations. (Oxford University Press, 1996) pp.127-128.
31  Ambrose, Stephen E. and Brinkley, Douglas G., Rise to Globalism: American Foreign Policy Since 1938, 
Eighth Revised Edition (Penguin Books, 1997) p.80; トルーマン, op. cit. pp.84-85.
















































































































































36  Public Papers of the Presidents: Harry S. Truman 1947 (1963), pp.176-180.
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